Rebel’s Guild is now open in the Revere Hotel, “offering a playful conspiracy of witty pub fare and rebellious spirits in a modern space that is uniquely Bostonian.” Witty pub fare includes fish and chips and Buffalo oysters as well at pot roast, all in a fun, historically-themed setting.

200 Stuart St.

Image courtesy Rebel’s Guild Facebook

Share this tip

Save it for later
**DRINK**

Drink Me. Try the *Alice In Wonderland* inspired cocktail at *Eastern Standard*. The Hedge is made with 1oz Glorious Gin, 1oz St. Germain, 1oz Dolin Rouge, ½ oz lemon juice, and 3 thyme sprigs.

528 Commonwealth Ave.
*Image courtesy Eastern Standard IG*

**LUCKY**

Each spring the MFA offers *Art in Bloom*, a special art and floral arrangement pairing. Get flower arranging ideas and demos, take classes and pick up gifts, too, April 28-30. Mother’s Day will soon be upon us!

465 Huntington Ave.
*Image courtesy MFA*
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